
 

      GOOD GOLLY 2- $3260.00 in full 

24 wks Prochem. twice a wk (48 chem visits) 

Full open/close. Includes- Opening & closing 

chemicals, one time cleaning of cover and pool 

( up to 1 hour on pool cleaning )  

       TUITTI FRUITTI 2- $2600.00 in full 

18 wks Prochem. twice a wk- (36 visits) Full 

open/close. Opening & closing chemicals, one 

time cleaning of cover and pool ( up to 1hour 

on pool cleaning  

      SPLISH SPLASH 2- $3980.00 in full 

24 wks Prochem. twice a wk- Full open/close. 

24 wks light maint on your route day ( perfect 

for those with auto cleaners) we backwash fil-

ter, clean out baskets, empty cleaner debris bag    

        JENNY JENNY 2- $2820.00 in full 

20 wks Prochem. twice a wk (40 chem visits)

Full open/close.  Opening & closing chemicals, 

one time cleaning of cover and pool ( up to 1 

hour on pool cleaning 

   SLIPPIN & SLIDIN 2-  $2340.00 in full 

18 wks Prochem-twice a wk.(36 visits) Partial 

open/close– no cover/ no sweep  

YOU CAN ALSO CUSTOMIZE ANY 

PLAN with any number of weeks/options!!   

PROCHEM ONLY 2– NO OPEN/

CLOSE– Just Prochem twice weekly 

FULL PAY PLANS: discount and taxes included 

16 wks twice a wk-(32 chem visits) $1760.00 

18 wks– twice a wk- (36 chem visits) $1980.00  

20 wks– twice a wk- (40 chem visits) $2200.00 

24 wks– twice a wk- (48 chem visits) $2640.00 

PROCHEM ONLY– MONTHLY PLAN 

Prochem only—$65.00 per trip. Paid every 4 

wks. Send $520.00 for 2 visits wkly.  Send 

check or fill out cc authorization form 

PROCHEM ONLY– MONTHLY HOA/

OUTER LIMIT/ OVERSIZED add $5.00 —  

$65.00 per wk plus $5.00 = $560.00 for 2 visits 

wkly. Send check or fill out cc authorization 

Name ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Email(s) ( Please!) ____________________________________________________________________ 

Address_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone(s)_____________________________________________________________________________ 

MY PACKAGE/ MY PAY PLAN _________________________________ select one below OR can 

customize your own plan, or can put down same as last year if that’s your preference. Call for help if need.   

FIRST WEEK PROCHEM (your starting wk for chems)_______________________________________ 

LAST WEEK PROCHEM( your final wk for chems)__________________________________________    

     KEEP A KNOCKIN 2- $5300.00 in full 

This covers it all. 24 wks Prochem twice a wk

(48 chem visits) Full open/close. 24 wks light 

maint on your route day, 24 wks of pool clean-

ing later in week. You do zero  

*****TWO TIMES PER WEEK PLANS*****  


